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F rom the Ottoman conquest in 1459 until the
1520s, Smederevo was the most important mil-
itary stronghold in the European part of the

Ottoman Empire. Over the following decades it
retained its military, economic and urban importance.
However, the past of Ottoman Smederevo has been
insufficiently explored. The majority of buildings, both
at the time of the despots and during a considerable
period of the Ottoman rule, were built of wood and
other light materials, which is why few traces of the
old urban structures have remained in Smederevo. In
addition to fortifications, which largely survived until
the present day despite heavy damage in World War I

and II, and traces of court buildings in the Castle (Mali
grad – Little Fort), archaeologists have found remains
of only a few constructions in the fortress (Veliki grad
– Big Burg). These comprise three mosques, one of
which was erected by altering and expanding the medi-
eval church in the south-eastern corner of the fortress,
and Firuz Agha’s double (cifte) hammam, with male
and female rooms.1
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Abstract – This paper deals with the hammam in the Smederevo fortress, erected by Firuz Agha, the head of the Sultan’s treasury,
between 1485 and 1490. Using Ottoman sources, the authors are able to determine the time of construction, the method of work
and the role that this public bath played for Smederevo’s inhabitants. The hammam was very important for the functioning of the
great Firuz’s waqf, which included numerous buildings in the Balkans and Anatolia. Based on data on the waqf’s revenue, it may
be concluded that until the mid-16th century the hammam in the Smederevo fortress was one of the most profitable facilities of 
its kind in the Ottoman Empire. Over a quarter of a century, Firuz, as the court agha and later as the sanjak-bey, constructed 
another three hammams in Tokat, Sivas and Sarajevo, which help us discern patterns and changes in the manner of construction. 
Based on this knowledge and information about the appearance and manner of functioning of the numerous hammams built in 
the second half of the 15th and the first half of the 16th century, the authors present the presumed disposition of the rooms of 
the public bath in the Smederevo fortress. In the female section, the rooms can be determined with great certainty, while three 
possible types, based on the shape and dimensions, are offered for the hot part of the male section of the hammam.
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Hammams were buildings characteristic of the
entire Ottoman civilisation, as Islam pays great impor-
tance to the maintenance of body hygiene and ritual
washing, i. e. purification of the body. As only running
water can be used for ritual washing and bathing, it is
understandable that religious regulations were a great
incentive for the construction of public baths, sebils,
fountains and waterworks across the Islamic world.
These were among the first public facilities, in addi-
tion to religious buildings, that the Ottomans erected in
newly conquered towns, and they represented an
important feature of their urban development. The
construction of baths, fountains and water supply sys-
tems was considered a pious act. This is one of the two
main reasons why these facilities were a significant
part of numerous endowments, waqfs, in the Ottoman
Empire. The second reason is the fact that the revenue
generated by the hammams was important for the
maintenance of the waqfs that they belonged to.2 

The remains of Firuz Agha’s hammam are located
in the Veliki grad of the Smederevo fortress, five meters
from the Danube rampart, between the second and
third Danube tower when observed from the Mali grad
(i. e. between towers 23 and 24). The hammam was

constructed at the crossroads of the main town streets,
which connected the entrance to the Castle with the
gates on the southern rampart of the Veliki grad, as well
as the Danube with the Jezava gate (Figure 1).3 Based
on this, it is clear that this Turkish bath was one of the
most representative buildings in Smederevo during the
centuries-long Ottoman rule, which is also confirmed
by some old cartographic records. The Austrian plan of
Smederevo from the period of the War of the Holy
League shows only two facilities in the fortress, the
church-mosque in the south-eastern corner of the Veliki
grad and the double hammam.4 The same can be seen in
an undated plan of Smederevo from the 18th century.5

Given the significant role played by hammams in the
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Fig. 1. Plan of the Smederevo fortress with the position of Firuz Agha’s hammam (authors: A. Krsti}, S. Kati})

Sl. 1. Plan Smederevske tvr|ave sa polo`ajem Firuz-aginog hamama (autori: A. Krsti}, S. Kati})

2 Kiel 1976, 87; Kre{evljakovi} 1991, 11–18; Eyice 1997,
402–430; Kanetaki 2004, 83; Kanetaki 2012, 204–205; Mikov
2012, 128, 148–150.

3 Popovi} 2013, 19, Fig. 7, 35, Fig. 20, 49.
4 Zdravkovi} 1965, 223; Kati}, Popovi} 2013, 82, Fig. 1.
5 In this plan, the hammam is wrongly designated as a mosque.

In addition to several other buildings in the fortress, Sparr’s plan of
Smederevo from 1738 also shows the hammam: Pavlovi} 1980,
226, Fig. 166, 245, Fig. 177.
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everyday life of the urban population in the Ottoman
Empire, it is no wonder that such a building was among
the most prominent features of the urban structure of
Smederevo. 

The remains of the Smederevo hammam are also
important for the history of the Serbian Christian spiri-
tuality, architecture and art of the 15th century, because
the hammam incorporated a part of the construction
material from one of the monumental churches of Sme-
derevo, most probably the main endowment of despot
\ura| Brankovi} (1427–1456) – the metropolitanate
church of the Annunciation.6 All this prompted us to
present here data, until now unknown in Serbian histo-
riography, about the Smederevo hammam and its foun-
der Firuz Agha, later Firuz Bey, offered by Ottoman
documentary, narrative and epigraphic sources. They
shed light on the time and purpose of creation of this
public bath, its work and role in the life of Ottoman
Smederevo, and its role in the functioning of the great
Firuz’s waqf, which covered buildings in several Bal-
kan and Anatolian sanjaks. 

* * *
Firuz was born as a Christian and was most probably
of South-Slavic origin.7 Given that he was a eunuch
(hadim), he probably became a slave as a boy and was
castrated by slave traders who sold him to Ottoman
courtiers.8 He was converted to Islam and trained in one
of the royal sarays. It is hard to determine whether he
was immediately taken to Amasya, to the saray of the
prince, later Sultan Bayezid II (1481–1512), or this was
done later. It is certain that Firuz obtained the prince’s
trust and was among the most capable and trustworthy
courtiers that Bayezid II, after ascending to the throne,
brought to Istanbul, intending for them important ser-
vices in the Topkapi Palace.9

Idris Bitlisi, a contemporary, described Firuz as a
handsome man, whose face always emanated goodness.
Bitlisi also states that Firuz was driven by a strong wish
to progress, that he was very useful in the palace and was
adorned with honesty, sharpness of mind and, above all,
excellent knowledge of finance, which is why Sultan
Bayezid II entrusted him with tasks in the imperial
treasury.10

The founder’s inscription in Persian, set up in 1485
above the entrance to Firuz’s hammam in Tokat, reads
that the patron was the hazinedar, one of the treasurers
of the imperial treasury.11 The other founder’s inscrip-
tion on his mosque at At Meydani (Hippodrome) in
Istanbul12 and the waqfiyya appertaining to the creation

of the waqf from 149113 testify that, in the meantime,
Firuz was appointed the chief treasurer (serhazine),
which was, during the 15th and major part of the 16th

century, after “the agha of the Gate” (kapi agasi), the
most important function on the court. Firuz Agha served
as the chief of the Sultan’s internal treasury until June
1496, when he was appointed the sanjak-bey of the
Scutari (Shkodër) sanjak.14 (Figure 2)15

Soon after assuming his duties in Scutari, Firuz
Bey incorporated the Crnojevi}s’ lands in Zeta into the
Ottoman state. After the escape of \ura| Crnojevi},
the subaºi for Montenegro was appointed upon Firuz
Bey’s order and until March of the following year
(1497), the first Ottoman census of this area was carried
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6 Nenadovi} 1956, 78–79, 82–84, Fig. 5, 6, 11; Nenadovi}
1979, 404, 409–424; Popovi} 2000, 201–202, 208, 211, 216;
Cuwak 2011, 99.

7 Testifying to the non-Muslim, Christian origin are the terms
“the son of Abdallah” or “the son of Abdalhayy” instead of his
father’s name: Istanbul Vakiflari Defteri 1546, 23–24; Schwarz, Kurio
1983, 116–117. Kissling 1974, 294, states that a certain Giorgio di
Servia (also recorded as di Bosnia) dictus da Spalato, the envoy of
the Mantova duke at the Porte, claimed that Firuz Bey was his
cousin (parente). Based on this and based on Firuz Bey’s commu-
nication with the Dubrovnik and Venetian authorities in Serbian
(schiavo servo: Sanuto I, 677–679, II, 506), and with the Mantova
duke in Italian, Kissling believes that Firuz originated from Split or
its environs. Two Cyrillic Firuz Bey’s letters in Serbian have been
preserved, sent from Sarajevo to Dubrovnik in the early 16th centu-
ry: Truhelka 1911, 131, 135–136, 207–208. Cf. Reindl 2014, 150.

8 About eunuch slaves in the Ottoman court service see: Ezgi
Dikici 2013, 105–136. 

9 Schwarz, Kurio 1983, 118–119. About the court of Ottoman
princes in Amasya see: Kappert 1976, 19–67.

10 Dimitriadou 2000, 236.
11 Uzuncarºili 1927, 32–33.
12 Ayvansarâyî 2001, 213; Öz 1962, 59–60; Eyice 1996, 136.
13 The waqfiyya (endowment charter) states that Firuz Agha

was Sultan’s freedman (atiq): Schwarz, Kurio 1983, 116–118.
14 Reindl 2014, 150–151. According to Mehmet Süreyya,

Firuz Agha performed the duty of “the agha of the Gate” as well:
Süreyya II, 538. However, Süreyya failed to notice that in the late
15th and early 16th century there was another court agha called
Firuz, mentioned in documents also as Haci Firuz Agha. It seems
that he served for a longer time as an agha in the Old Palace. He is
mentioned as “the agha of the gate” from 1504 to 1507, as his much
better known namesake left the Topkapi Palace long time before and
performed the service of a sanjak-bey: Gök 2014, 224, 351, 498,
603; Orientalski sbirki NBS, F. 1A, a. u. 17657; F. 1A, a. u.
17797, ff. 1–2.

15 The inscription was made by the famous calligrapher
Sheikh Hamdullah, the founder of contemporary Ottoman calligra-
phy: Ayvansarâyî 2001, 213. About the work of Sheikh Hamdullah
see: Serin 2007.
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out.16 Firuz Bey also took Crmnica, as well as salterns
and lands in Grbalj, which were previously held by the
Crnojevi}s and to which Venice laid its claims, which,
along with other territorial disputes, led to the
Ottoman–Venetian War of 1499–1503. During the war,
waged on the sea and in maritime parts of Greece,
Albania and Dalmatia, up to Friuli, Firuz Bey assault-
ed Kotor and the environs with his men, while during
the peace negotiations he played an important role in
determining the Ottoman–Venetian border.17

After the death of Iskender Pasha in late 1504,
Firuz Bey was appointed the sanjak-bey of Bosnia.18

While in this position, in addition to performing mili-
tary and administrative tasks, he coordinated an exten-
sive espionage network. The Ottoman foreign policy
towards Hungary, Venice and Dubrovnik,19 as well as
towards other European countries, which were in the
sphere of Ottoman interests, was carried out by him to
a significant extent.20 Due to the complexity of his tasks,
Firuz was not subjected to the customary rotation of
officials, which most often took place every third year.
Though it was expected that in 1511 he would be
appointed Rumeli beylerbey, he served as the sanjak-
bey of Bosnia until his death in December 1512.21

* * *
Firuz’s endowment activity was very rich and versa-
tile. Although there were patrons among highly posi-
tioned eunuchs in the Ottoman court before, the rise of
the architectural patronage of this specific group of
courtiers is associated primarily with the rule of Sultan
Bayezid II.22 Like the ruler and his most prominent
courtiers, Firuz began to erect his first endowments in
the area of Amasya. Besides the wish to be memoriali-
sed as patrons and requite the population of the region
where they spent a large portion of their lives, they
were also driven by practical reasons, such as the know-
ledge of local needs and appropriate space for con-
struction, as well as earlier acquired real estate. 

In the second half of the 1480s, Firuz Agha found-
ed a waqf dedicated to the madrasa in Havza, in whose
complex there was also a mescid.23 He ensured the
resources for their maintenance by constructing the
double hammam in Tokat, along with which he also
erected a carºi with around forty shops, and a smaller
hammam in Sivas with several stores. Firuz’s waqf
collected revenue from around fifteen villages, from the
sanjaks of Amasya, Sivas-Tokat and Sonisa-Niksar.24

When the construction of buildings in the environs of
Amasya was already in its advanced stages, Firuz fo-
cused on his main waqf complex in Istanbul, which he
completed in 1491. He possessed a great estate at At
Meydani (Hippodrome), which covered the surround-
ings of Philoxenos’ (Binbirdirek) cistern and was adja-
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16 Sanuto II, 372, 504; \ur|ev et al. 1957, 153; Tomi} 1901,
68, 91–95, 113, 117; \ur|ev 1954, 172; [abanovi} 1958, 340;
Zlatar 2013, 71.

17 Tomi} 1901, 95–106, 113–132, 137, 140–143; Tomi}
1909, 21–26, 29, 30–34; Stanojevi} 1963, 45–46; Kissling 1974,
299–311; Istorija CG II/2, 337, 347; III/1, 13–14, 23; Reindl
2014, 152–153. 

18 Sanuto VI, 389. 
19 Popovi} 1973, 79, 85, 424, note 113; Zlatar 2013, 72–73.
20 Reindl 2014, 150–151, 153–155, with primarily sources and

earlier literature.
21 Sanuto X, 21, XIII, 187, XIV, 465; Truhelka 1911, 31,

135–136, 207–208; Schwarz, Kurio 1983, 123–124; Reindl 2014,
156. Firuz’s cousins Suleyman and Davud and men from his escort
held timars in Bosnia in 1516: TD 56, 35, 39, 40, 50, 58, 60, 61, 71,
81, 86; TD 157, 68, 214, 757, 873; Zlatar 2013, 70, 73–74.

22 Ezgi Dikici 2009, 35–39.
23 Baltaci 1976, 77–78.
24 Karaman ve Rûm defteri 1530, II, 359, 361, 368–372,

380–381, 385, 433, 497, 542; Istanbul Vakiflari Defteri 1546, 23–24;
Defter-i Mufassal-i Livâ-i Sivas 1574/1575, 62, 193–194; Gürbüz
1993, 232–233. 

Fig. 2. Firuz Agha’s
mosque at At Meydani

in Istanbul (photo by 
A. Altun). The founder’s 

inscription above the 
entrance to Firuz Agha’s 

mosque in Istanbul 
(after Eyice 1996) 

Sl. 2. Firuz-agina
xamija na At mejdanu

u Istanbulu (foto: 
A. Altun). Osniva~ki

natpis iznad ulaza 
u Firuz-aginu xamiju 

u Istanbulu 
(prema: Eyice 1996)
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cent to the yard of the Hagia Sophia. In the central part,
Firuz built a mosque, türbe, sebil and school, where the
famous calligrapher Sheikh Hamdullah Efendi held
classes of calligraphy (Figure 2).25 

In the surrounding area, Firuz Agha also constructed
a number of accompanying facilities which generated
revenue for his waqf from the lease of: 62 chambers for
habitation or storage, 17 shops, a slaughter-house and
a garden. The waqf was also entitled to revenue from
leasing 56 chambers and shops near the coin mint, the
colouring facility and Sarachane in Istanbul, and from
11 shops and chambers in Edirne, together with loan
interest, a village from hâsses in Istanbul and four vil-
lages from Iznikmid nahiye (Nicomedia, present-day
Izmit),26 and from the hammam in Smederevo, which
generated by far the greatest profit.27 

Firuz’s waqfs of the madrasa in Havza and the
mosque at At Meydani were then consolidated to
ensure better control and more efficient operation.28

Being a financial expert, Firuz made a good selection
of revenue and successfully motivated the administra-
tors of the waqfs, bestowing upon them, instead of
daily allowances, a tenth of the waqf revenue. Thus,
long after Firuz’s death, his waqf’s revenue signifi-
cantly exceeded expenditure, reaching almost 130,000
akces in 1546.29 Given their number and structure, this
could have been considerably greater but, in some
cases, the patron put mercy before profit such as when,
for instance, he rented for a pittance tens of residential
chambers at At Meydani to the poor.30 

Almost fifteen years after the establishment of the
above two waqfs, Firuz Bey began to construct new
endowments in Sarajevo. Similarly to Havza, the Sara-
jevo waqf was dedicated to the first Sarajevo madrasa
and the mahalle mescid, and the main source of revenue
originated from the double hammam in Ba{~ar{ija,
which was under construction in 1509. He brought
water to the hammam from the Sedrenik source, and
built five fountains on the waterworks, which were
around two kilometres long.31 The waqf’s revenue also
originated from leasing land parcels near the madrasa
and numerous shops in Sarajevo, and from water mills
and land in Travnik in Bosnia, and in Pe} in the Scutari
sanjak.32 

It should be noted that Firuz Bey, while serving as
the Bosnian sanjak-bey, also founded a town in the
region of Polimlje. The summary defter of the Bosnian
sanjak of 1516 records “Firuz Bey’s town” in the cen-
sus of the Vlahs of the Banja nahiye as the only settle-
ment of a town type in this nahiye.33 This town, how-

ever, did not carry Firuz’s name for a long time, as the
censuses of 1530 and 1540/1541 already specified
Kratovo (the present-day village south-east of Priboj)
as the town in Banja.34 

Fate was not benevolent towards numerous of
Firuz’s endowments. Only the mosque at At Meydani
has survived to date, although, due to the expansion of
Divanyolu Street after 1865, the patron’s türbe, school
and sebil were pulled down, and the fence was moved
significantly towards the mosque.35 No trace has been
left of the two madrasas in Havza and Sarajevo. Testi-
fying to their existence are the names of parts of these
two towns, which are still today called Medrese.36 The
hammam in Sarajevo was operational until 1810, when

25 Ayvansarâyî 2001, 213; Eyice 1996, 135–137. Sheikh
Hamdullah was the teacher of calligraphy of Prince Bayezid in
Amasya, and when Bayezid became the new Sultan, he moved to
Istanbul with him. According to Mehmet Süreyya, Firuz also lear-
ned from Sheikh Hamdullah and was rather successful, as he him-
self became known as a calligrapher: Süreyya II, 538; IV, 32.

26 Firuz probably built or restored a mescid in the Karagollu
village (Iznikmid) whose revenue belonged to the waqf, as the
breakdown of revenue shows the daily allowances for the imam,
muezzin, khatib and kâim in this village: Istanbul Vakiflari Defteri
1546, 23–24.

27 Ibid. In 1501, another smaller waqf was established in
Istanbul, devoted to Firuz Agha’s mescid near the Valens Aqueduct:
Istanbul Vakiflari Defteri 1546, 230. However, the founder was
another Firuz Agha (see note 14) about whom there is no informa-
tion in historiography. This is also the reason why the mescid waqf
was either wrongly ascribed to the former chief of the imperial trea-
sury or wrongly dated to the period after the rule of Bayezid II: Öz
1962, 61; Eyice 1996, 137–138.

28 Schwarz, Kurio 1983, 119, 123. Nine shops from Sarajevo
were subsequently added to the waqf.

29 Ibid. For instance, in 1520 the revenue from villages in the
Amasya sanjak amounted to 23, 593 akces, and in 1576 to 55, 371
akces: Gürbüz 1993, 233.

30 Istanbul Vakiflari Defteri 1546, 23–24.
31 Kre{evljakovi} 1991, 57–58; Schwarz, Kurio 1983, 123–124.
32 Information about this is contained in the defters from

1530, 1540/1541, 1567/1568, 1604 and 1624: TD 164, 380; TD 211,
770; TD 462, 41; TD 742, 686; Hand`i} 2000, 485; Kre{evljakovi}
1991, 57–58; Kasumovi} 1999, 159–160; Zlatar 2013, 74–76.

33 TD 157, 396–397.
34 TD 164, 39; TD 211, 249.
35 Eyice 1996, 137.
36 After Havza was proclaimed the seat of the kadilik, in

1832/33 the madrasa in that town was turned into a state adminis-
tration building. As it was unfit for work, it was demolished after
some time, so that a new building would be built: Abdizade 1909–
1912, 367. The madrasa in Sarajevo was ruined in the 1697 fire and
was never restored: Kre{evljakovi} 1991, 58; Kasumovi} 1999,
160; Zlatar 2013, 76.



it was, due to damage to the dome and its danger of
collapse, closed and left to dilapidation.37 The Smede-
revo hammam persisted until the Turkish troops were
in the fortress, but when they left in 1867, it was aban-
doned and, soon after, demolished.38 The hammam in
Tokat was the longest surviving. It was active even in
the early 20th century, but for military purposes it was
first converted into a warehouse, only to be pulled
down in the 1930s for the sake of expanding a military
facility.39 

* * *
The exact time of construction of Firuz Agha’s ham-
mam in Smederevo is not known. Its first direct men-
tion is associated with the establishment of Firuz’s

waqf in Istanbul in 1491. Agha also designated the rev-
enue from the Smederevo bath to his endowment in the
capital, which means that the hammam already existed
in the Smederevo fortress, and was active for at least a
year. Firuz Agha, other eminent courtiers or Prince
Bayezid himself did not construct waqf facilities dur-
ing their stay in Amasya. This was very rare, even after
Bayezid’s rise to the throne on 22 May 1481, as in the
first year and a half the new sultan had to settle a score
with the pretender to the throne, Prince Cem, the rebel-
lious Karamanids and the conspirators led by Grand
vizier Ishak Pasha and the conqueror of Otranto Gedik
Ahmed Pasha.40 Even when Bayezid consolidated his
rule, the main endowment activity of the sultan and his
most prominent courtiers began first in Amasya and
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Fig. 3. Plan of the Smederevo hammam (according to S. Nenadovi})
Fig. 4. Plan of Firuz Agha’s hammam in Smederevo (according to S. Kati} and A. Krsti})

Sl. 3. Plan hamama u Smederevu (prema S. Nenadovi}u)
Sl. 4. Plan osnove Firuz-aginog hamama u Smederevu (prema S. Kati}u i A. Krsti}u)
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the surrounding towns such as Tokat, Sivat and Havza.41

Given the political circumstances, Firuz’s endowment
activity, which first began in the environs of Amasya,
the direct connection of the Smederevo hammam with
his main waqf complex at At Meydani in Istanbul (com-
pleted in 1491), the time needed for construction and
at least one year of work, it is possible to conclude with
great certainty that the works on the public bath in Sme-
derevo began in the period from 1485 to 1487, and were
completed during the late 1480s. 

The above also shows that until the mid-1480s, there
was a lot of construction material in the Smederevo
fortress, which remained after the destruction of the
Annunciation Church. Fragments of stone decoration
(parts of arosette and doorpost or window jamb deco-
rated with plaits), and stone blocks with a fragment of
the fresco of the Holy Warriors were found in the foun-
dations of the southern room of the hammam.42 Unfor-
tunately, only the foundations remained of the Smede-
revo bath and it is, therefore, not possible to determine
the quantity and structure of the incorporated spolia.
Therefore, the time of construction of the hammam
cannot be a precise indicator for dating the Ottoman
polygonal cannon tower on the outer rampart near the
Jezava confluence, which also contains parts of the
demolished church.43 

Firuz Agha built waterworks for the needs of the
Smederevo hammam, along which he erected several
fountains.44 The three-kilometre route of the water-
works went from the spring of the creek of Petrijevski
potok, across Jasenak and the present-day Kneza
Mihaila Street. It is believed that waterworks were
built on this route back in Antiquity and that this route
was also used in the Ottoman period, with narrower
pipes placed above the existing ones.45

Along with Firuz Agha’s hammam, two other pub-
lic baths existed in Smederevo. The older hammam
was constructed by the first Smederevo sanjak-bey,
Minnetoglu Mehmed Bey (1459–1463), soon after the
conquest. He built it outside the fortress, in the carºi of
Smederevo town, somewhere near the road leading to
the Jezava bridge. He built waterworks to the ham-
mam, as well as a fountain and 12 shops in the ham-
mam’s complex. 

The costs of Mehmed Bey’s mescid in the Smede-
revo fortress were covered to a lesser extent from the
revenue of the hammam, shops, plots of land and the
slaughter house on the Jezava, while the major part was
intended for his main endowment, the imaret complex
in Konush, a small town south-east of Plovdiv.46 

The third Smederevo hammam, younger than
Firuz’s, was built by Ferhad Pasha, who stayed in Sme-
derevo as a sanjak-bey in 1523–1524. Due to repeated
abuse, Ferhad Pasha was withdrawn from duty in Sme-
derevo and executed in Istanbul in 1524. Thus, there is
almost no information about his Smederevo waqf, nor
do we know whether the hammam was located in the
fortress or the town. Only a short note from the 1532
census has been preserved, stating that the hammam
and the revenue belonged to the state.47 

Chart 1 shows that the revenue of Firuz-aga’s ham-
mam was by far the greatest. The exception is the 1522/
1523 census, which contains data from the previous

37 On the eve of World War I, the hammam was almost demol-
ished. After World War II, the ground-floor artisan and catering fa-
cilities were built on its remains. After the archaeological research
of 2009–2010, the remains were preserved: Kre{evljakovi} 1991,
58; Kasumovi} 1999, 160; Sankovi} Sim~i} 2012, 9–11; Pravidur
2012, 17–25.

38 In the First Serbian Uprising (1813), the hammam served as
a prison. A photo from March 1912 shows that only the foundations
remained from the hammam at the time: Pavlovi} 1980, 202, 318.

39 According to the waqfiyya, Firuz Agha’s hammam in Tokat
was located at the foot of the fortress, in the mahalle that was called
– owing to its position – Tahtakale. In time, the hammam was no
longer identified with its patron, but with the mahalle, which is why
it was known as the Tahtakale hammam: Schwarz, Kurio 1983, 120.
I. H. Uzuncarºili wrongly associates Firuz Agha’s hammam with the
Sultan’s hammam in Tokat: Uzuncarºili 1927, 32–33. In contrast to
these hammams, there is no information about the smallest hammam
– the one in Sivas, or about its location.

40 Tansel 1966, 15–69; Mantran 2002, 123–125.
41 It is believed that by building the bedesten in Amasya in

1483/1484, kapi agasi Hüseyin Agha was the pioneering patron
among the court eunuchs, and that the hammam built in 1485 by
Firuz Agha in Tokat was an introduction to his extensive construc-
tion activity in the years that followed: Uzuncarºili 1927, 32–33;
Ezgi Dikici 2009, 35–39.

42 Nenadovi} 1956, 78–79, 82–84, Fig. 5, 6, 11. One stone
block with a fragment of the fresco of the Holy Warriors and one
block painted on two adjacent sides were found in the revising archa-
eological research of the hammam carried out in 1986 and 1987,
which suggests that this was a part of a pillar, doorpost or window
jamb: Cuwak 2011, 99.

43 Nenadovi} 1956, 79, 83, Fig. 6; Nenadovi} 1979, 409–415,
419–424, Fig. 13, 20, 21; Pavlovi} 1980, 118–120, 187; Cuwak
2011, 99–100; Popovi} 2000, 216–217; Popovi} 2013, 53, 62,
67–73.

44 Istanbul Vakiflari Defteri 1546, 23.
45 Kanitz 1904, 153–154; Pavlovi} 1967, 44–45; Pavlovi}

1980, 11, 56, Fig. 50; Kati}, Popovi} 2013, 98.
46 About Mehmed Bey’s waqf in Smederevo see: Kati},

Popovi} 2013, 96–97, 103; about the imaret in Konush, see: Boykov
2010, 47–67.

47 TD 978, 149; Kati}, Popovi} 2013, 96.
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accounting year. In this period, the hammam obvious-
ly did not work for a long time, due to the military
campaign of 1521, during which thousands of the
wounded and plague infected were accommodated in
public facilities and later in private houses in Smede-
revo.49 It is only the 1532 census that contains infor-
mation about the revenue of all three hammams. From
the total turnover of the Smederevo public baths, Firuz
Agha’s hammam accounted for as much as 80.9%,
Mehmed Bey’s for 10.6% and the newly opened Ferhad
Pasha’s hammam for 8.5%.50 

FiruzAgha’s hammam in Smederevo also generat-
ed much greater income in comparison with his other
hammams. In the mid-16th century, the annual profit of
the Smederevo hammam equalled 32,000 akces, while
the hammams in Tokat and Sarajevo generated 12,000
each, and the hammam in Sivas around 3,000 akces,
which together is a much smaller amount than that pro-
duced in Smederevo.51 In normal circumstances, the
revenue from Firuz Agha’s hammam in Smederevo
ranged between 30,000 and 38,000 akces, which makes
it, in the period shown in the chart, one of the most
important hammams in the Ottoman state.52 

The expenditure of Firuz’s hammam in Smederevo
rose overtime. When the waqf was established in 1491,
two akces a day were earmarked for maintenance, and
one akce for the kadi’s supervision. After more than
half a century of work, the amount for maintenance
was twice as much (four akces) – the daily allowance
for the person charging for entry to the hammam now

equalled two akces, while the kadi still received one
akce.53 The masseur’s services were paid separately.
This was a traditionally Muslim occupation and it is
interesting that Dimitrij, a resident of the Dubrovnik
colony in Smederevo, performed this task.54 

At the time when Evliya Celebi visited Smederevo
in 1661, the town no longer enjoyed its erstwhile
importance and only Firuz Agha’s public bath was
active. The Ottoman travel writer only briefly mentions
that this was the hammam of Kizlar agasi, that it was

48 TD 1007, 413, 416; TD 978, 149, 152, 154, 158. Informa-
tion about hammams from the lost census of 1522/1523 is pre-
served in two summary defters, created in 1530 and 1531: MAD
506, 13–14; TD 135, 123–124. About dating of census TD 135 in
1531 and TD 978 in 1532, see: Kati}, Uro{evi}, 2015, 38–40.

49 BOA, Kamil Kepeci Tasnifi, d. 61, s. 371. Kati}, Popovi}
2013, 84.

50 Later, comprehensive censuses (mufassal defteri) of the
Smederevo sanjak of 1536, 1560, 1572, 1586 and 1741 do not con-
tain information about waqfs, while the defter of the Istanbul waqfs
of 1600 does not give new information, but only repeats informa-
tion from 1546. This is why the period in the chart is limited only
to the first half of the 16th century: BOA, TD 187; TD 316; TD 517;
TK, KKA, TD 168 (184); TD 170 (18); Istanbul Vakiflar Defteri
1600, 48–49. 

51 Istanbul Vakiflari Defteri 1546, 23–24; TD 462, 41.
52 TD 1007 (1516), 416; TD 978 (1532), 152.
53 Schwarz, Kurio 1983, 120; Istanbul Vakiflari Defteri 1546,

24.
54 TD 1007 (1516), 32; Zirojevi} 1970, 190–191; Kati},

Popovi} 2013, 94.
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Chart 1: Revenue from Smederevo hammams in the first half of the 16th century48

Grafikon 1. Prihodi od smederevskih hamama u prvoj polovini 16. veka
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the only one in the town, that it was located in the
fortress and was very spacious.55 Evliya misnamed the
Smederevo hammam, because its patron, as already
mentioned, performed services only in the court trea-
sury, while the duty of the agha of the harem (kizlar
agasi) was instituted only in the second half of the 16th

century and was reserved only for black eunuchs.56 

* * *
Compared to the architecture of public baths in other
Islamic states, Ottoman hammams are unique in terms
of their monumental appearance, artistic design of the
exterior and interior, and careful planning of architec-
tural structures and shapes. Hammams had several main
spatial units. The first room that a visitor would enter
was called the soyunmalik, and served the function of a
waiting and changing room. It was a large, domed room
with a square base, usually with a decorated fountain,
a ºadirvan, in its centre.57 Along the walls of the chan-
ging room there were low wooden or stone benches
(taº sekisi) and wooden dressing cabins (kafes) with
curtains at the entrance. The wooden pillars carried the
gallery, where visitors to the hammam could rest and
consume coffee and sweets. From the changing room,
one would go to the “cold” or tepid section, called the
sogukluk and iliklik in Turkish.58 These were smaller
rooms where a visitor could prepare himself for
bathing and get accustomed to the rising temperature
in the hammam. Within this section, there was usually
a toilet and a depilation room. 

From the tepid section, one would go to the hot
part of the hammam, the sicaklik.59 This was a larger
room intended for massage and preparation for
bathing, and for bathing itself. The central part of the
hot room contained an elevated marble plate (göbek-
taºi), where massage was carried out. Stone benches
were placed along the walls of this section, where vis-
itors would sit during bathing and steaming. Between
them there were kurnas, chiselled stone basins above
which there were two bronze taps for warm and cold
water. Bathers would collect water from the kurnas
with buckets (tases) and splash themselves. Smaller,
private bathing rooms, halvets, were separated from the
hot section, which also contained kurnas and stone ben-
ches. The number and distribution of halvets shaped
the appearance of the hot part of the hammam, which
could have several eyvans (spaces recessed from the
central part of the room). A dome rose above the central
part of the hot room, while the eyvans and halvets were
topped with smaller domes or semi-arched vaults. The

domes and vaults were covered with tile or lead, in the
cases of larger and more sumptuous hammams. The
domes contained round or star-like apertures as a source
of daylight. They were closed with characteristic convex
glasses called the “elephant’s eye” (fil gözü).60

The water tank (Turkish: hazine, su hazinesi) and
the furnace room, külhan, leaned against the hot sec-
tion of the hammam. The hazine was entered into from
one of the halvets. While the hazine was at the level of
the hammam, the külhan was dug in the earth. The water
tank contained a copper cauldron, which was stoked
from the külhan. Water was brought to the water tank
from the waterworks, and flowed into it just above the
cauldron. Hot water was distributed from the hazine
through pipes placed 100–120 cm above the floor
level. The fire stoked to heat water in the copper caul-
dron also heated the hammam itself, as the hypocaust
system (cehennemlik) under the marble floor of the
building carried smoke and hot air to all premises
(apart from the changing room). The smoke and air were
carried from the floor towards the chimneys through
vertical ceramic pipes (tüteklik) placed in the walls,
which thus, just like the pipes with hot water, additi-
onally heated the rooms.61 

55 ^elebi 1979, 313; Celebi 2010, 5/2, 819. Evliya Celebi
writes that the Tahtakale  hammam (i.e. Firuz Agha’s hammam) in
Tokat was much visited and very old: Celebi 2010, 5/1, 98. 

56 Ezgi Dikici 2009, 20–27; also see: Mantran 2002, 211, 214.
57 In South-Slavic areas, this room was named the {adrvan after

this fountain: Kre{evljakovi} 1991, 20–21. In Turkish and other
literature, the Turkish words soyunmalik or camekan (after Persian
camegah) or Arabian musluk (meslakh) are usually used to denote
the changing room: Kiel 1976, 87; Kanetaki 2004, 85; Eyice 1997,
415–416; Antonov 2012, 110–111.

58 Unlike the changing room, the sogukluk had floor heating
(hypocaust), however, as it was far from the furnace room, its tem-
perature was moderate. In the South-Slavic area, this section is
called the kapaluk (Turkish: kapalik). The name originates from the
door of this room which was always closed: Kre{evljakovi} 1991,
21; Kiel 1976, 87, 94.

59 The hot section is called the beyt al-harare or harare in
Arabic. In the region of the former Yugoslavia, the term mejdan
(Turkish: meydan), is used to denote the central part of the hot ham-
mam section, which is not found in the Turkish and foreign litera-
ture that we have used: Kre{evljakovi} 1991, 21; \or|evi} 1975,
141; Pravidur 2012, 24, 31; [karpa Dubreta 2012, 54, 59. 

60 Kre{evljakovi} 1991, 21–22; \or|evi} 1975, 141–143;
Kiel 1976, 87–88, 94; Kanetaki 2004, 85, 97–99, 102–105; Eyice
1997, 416–417.

61 The water tank was isolated with a special type of water-
proof mortar: Kre{evljakovi} 1991, 23; \or|evi} 1975, 139, Fig.
2, 142; Kiel 1976, 94; Kanetaki 2004, 85, 99–100. 
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Fig. 7. The hammam of Firuz Agha in Tokat, the entrance to the male part of the bath with the founder’s inscription
(after Bilgen 2013)
Fig. 8. The hammam of Firuz Agha in Tokat, interior of the dressing room with the ºadirvan (after Bilgen 2013)

Sl. 7. Hamam Firuz-age u Tokatu, ulaz u mu{ki deo hamama sa osniva~kim natpisom iznad vrata 
(prema: Bilgen 2013)
Sl. 8. Hamam Firuz-age u Tokatu, unutra{wost svla~ionice sa {adrvanom (prema: Bilgen 2013)

Fig. 5. The hammam of Firuz Agha in Tokat, a view from the north: the dressing rooms. In the left corner is 
the entrance to the male part; in the left foreground is a fountain in front of the hammam (after Bilgen 2013)
Fig. 6. The hammam of Firuz Agha in Tokat, a view from the east: the male dressing room; parts of the hot sections can
be seen behind it (after Bilgen 2013)

Sl. 5. Hamam Firuz-age u Tokatu, pogled sa severa: svla~ionice, u levom uglu ulaz u mu{ki deo; 
u prvom planu levo ~esma ispred hamama (prema: Bilgen 2013)
Sl. 6. Hamam Firuz-age u Tokatu, pogled sa istoka: mu{ka svla~ionica; iza we vide se delovi vru}e sekcije
(prema: Bilgen 2013)
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Although the basic organisation of space in the
hammam, the changing room, the tepid and hot part,
was practically common for all hammams, Ottoman
builders achieved a considerable degree of versatility
in the plans of these buildings, the decoration and the
combination of shapes. Several authors have classified
the types of these buildings, starting primarily from the
spatial disposition of the hot sections of hammams
from Anatolia, Istanbul, Edirne, Greece and Bulgaria.
Despite differences among them, it is possible to single
out five or six basic types of hammams.62 

Making conclusions about the appearance of the
Smederevo hammam is somewhat limited. The reason
is that there are no old photographs or sketches of the
hammam made by witnesses, as far as we know. Besi-
des, it is not only that the hammam was demolished
after the Turkish army eventually left the Smederevo
fortress in 1867, but its remaining foundations were
heavily damaged in bombing in World War II. Its re-
mains were archeologically explored in 1942/1943, but
the results and documentation from this research have
been lost.63 Revising archaeological research was car-
ried out in 1986 and 1987.64 

Based on the knowledge obtained so far and the
preserved remains of the foundation zone of the Sme-
derevo hammam, it is possible to define the dimensi-
ons of this Firuz endowment. Oriented in a south-north
direction, the building was made of crushed stone in
lime mortar. Finely carved stone blocks were built in

the lower zones. The foundations were dug into the
unbroken ground and founded at analtitude of 68.60 m
above sea level. The total width of the front, southern
part of the construction is 24.14 m, and that of the back,
the northern part (which, by all accounts, has not been
preserved in its entirety) is 19.35 m. The total length
(of the preserved parts) of the hammam is 35.52 m. 

As this was a double, cifte hammam, envisaged for
simultaneous bathing of men and women, it was divided
by a wall, along the entire length, into two, completely
separate parts. Given that it was not possible in double
hammams to go directly from the male to the female
part and vice versa, it is possible to claim with certain-
ty that there were no apertures or passages in the now
destroyed wall in the northern part of the building.65 

The somewhat larger male part of the hammam was
located on the western side and it was entered directly
from the main street, while the female part on the east-
ern side of the building was entered from the flank, i. e.
from a side street. Such an orientation of the entrance
was customary for cifte hammams so that, in accordance
with Islamic regulations, men and women would not
have direct contact in public.66 The entrance into the
male part of the hammam was more sumptuously shaped
than the entrance into the female part, which was, as a
rule, modest. A tablet with the patron’s inscription was
likely located above the entrance into the male part of
the Smederevo hammam, similar to the one on Firuz
Agha’s hammam in Tokat (Figure 7). As Firuz Agha’s
hammam was located at the crossroads of the main
streets in the Veliki grad of Smederevo, a square with
a fountain was most probably situated in front of the
bath, as was the case with other such buildings. 
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62 Glück 1921; Klinghardt 1927; Kiel 1976, 89–90; Eyice
1997, 417–419; Kanetaki 2004, 82, 84, 86, 88–93; Kanetaki 2012,
206–207. 

63 Archaeological works were carried out under the authority
of the architect Mi{a Radovanovi}. At the time, the facility was still,
to a significant degree, covered in shattered construction material:
Pavlovi} 1980, 202.

64 The works were led by Mla|an Cunjak, who presented the
main research results: Cuwak 1998, 115–119; Cuwak 2011, 97–100.

65 The ground-plan of the hammam, prepared by S. Nenadovi},
assumes that the now demolished wall which separated two parts of
the building contained three pairs of doors: Nenadovi} 1956, 83;
Pavlovi} 1980, 203, Fig. 156; Cuwak 2011, 98. See Fig. 3.

66 Eyice 1997, 415; Mikov 2012, 138–139. Therefore, the claim
presented by M. Cunjak (Cuwak 2011, 97–98) that the entrance to
the male part was on the eastern side and the entrance to the female
part on the southern side is wrong. It was, in fact, the opposite way
round.

Fig. 9. Plan of Firuz Agha’s hammam in Tokat
(after Bilgen 2013)

Sl. 9. Plan hamama Firuz-age u Tokatu 
(prema: Bilgen 2013)
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Both the male and the female changing rooms in
the Smederevo hammam were rooms with a square base,
outer walls 123–130 cm thick and internal, northern
walls (towards other parts of the bath) 99–104 cm thick.
The walls of the changing rooms were, at the same time,
the thickest walls in the entire building – the thickness
of outer walls of other hammam rooms ranged from 99
to 116 cm, and that of internal walls from 72 to 90 cm.67

The male changing room was larger than the female
one, its base measured 13.44 x 13.20 m, while the
dimensions of the female changing room were 10.70 x
11.54 m. The square shape of the base, the thickness of
the walls and analogies with other hammams suggest
that a massive dome rose above each of the changing
rooms of the Smederevo bath. The diameter of the dome
above the male part was somewhat longer than 13 m,
and the diameter of the dome above the female part
was somewhat longer than 10.5 m.68 Semavi Eyice
emphasises the exceptionally large domes above the
changing rooms as one of the main features of the con-
struction of hammams in the 15th century. The domes
of the largest hammams ranged from 10 m to as much
as 16 m. She specifies the diameters of the domes
above male changing rooms of around ten largest ham-

mams from that period, and singles out the Kaygan
(Koca Mehmed Pasha’s) hammam in Bursa, with a
diameter of 12 m, Davud Pasha’s hammam of 14.5 m,
also in Bursa, Sultan Bayezid’s hammam in Istanbul of
15 m, and Demirtaº’ hammam of 16 m in Bursa.69

Based on this, it is possible to conclude that, in terms
of the size of the most monumental part of the hammam,
Firuz Agha’s public bath in the Smederevo fortress
was among the largest in the Empire. 

There were no party walls in the changing room as
the changing cabins and the gallery were made of
wood. The male changing room would have relatively
large windows, and the female room would have
smaller ones, placed at a greater height, above the eye-
shot of passers-by. The examples of other hammams,
including Firuz’s public baths in Tokat and Sarajevo
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67 We received the ground-plan of the hammam with dimen-
sions by courtesy of Dejan Radovanovi}, director of the Regional
Institute for Protection of Cultural Monuments in Smederevo,
whom we thank for his kindness.

68 Cuwak 2011, 99. See Fig. 5–6.
69 Eyice 1997, 423.

Fig. 10. The hammam of Firuz Bey in Sarajevo: 
a) remains of the male (left) 
and female dressing room (right); 
b) remains of the hot sections: the male section 
is to the right and the female to the left; c) kurnas
(after Sankovi} Sim~i} 2012)

Sl. 10. Hamam Firuz-bega u Sarajevu: 
a) ostaci mu{ke (levo) i ̀ enske svla~ionice (desno); 
b) ostaci vru}e sekcije: mu{ke sa desne strane 
i `enske sa leve; c) kurne
(prema: Sankovi} Sim~i} 2012)

a

c

b
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clearly suggest that stone fountains, ºadirvans, were
located in the central parts of the changing rooms. Also,
these rooms were certainly covered in stone tiles,70

while the domes and walls must have been decorated
in shallow relief with geometric and floral motives
(“stalactite decoration”), carved in stone or made using
the stucco technique.71

The tepid section in both parts of the hammam
consisted of three small rooms, of which one was sepa-
rated, while two were passing rooms. In addition to the
use of the toilet and the depilation segment, the tepid
part also served as a chamber preventing the circula-
tion of air and steam from the hot part into the chang-
ing rooms and vice versa. The passing part was, there-
fore, probably divided into two rooms with doors that
were not placed opposite one another, but at right angles.
It is possible to claim with a fair degree of certainty
that the separate, far right rooms both in the male and
female tepid section of the hammam served as a toilet.72

The total internal dimensions of this section in the male
part of the hammam were 3.09 x 9.73 m, and in the
female part 2.80 x 7.90 m. The small tepid sections
placed between the monumental changing room and
the spacious hot part became a feature of Ottoman ham-
mams from the period of Bayezid II.73 

While the male and female changing rooms and
tepid sections were the same or very similar, the orga-
nisation of space in the hot parts of Firuz Agha’s ham-
mam in Smederevo was very different. According to
the present state of the hammam’s remains, the hot
section in the male part of the hammam was a rectan-
gular room, with internal dimensions of around 11.60
x 13.28 m. However, it is certain that the present situ-
ation does not correspond to the original appearance of
the bath, as there are no dividing walls of halvets, sepa-
rate rooms for bathing in greater privacy, which were
integral to any larger Ottoman hammam. Given its size
and revenue, Firuz Agha’s hammam in Smederevo must
have had several halvets. In the entire room, only the
remains of one wall around 3.22 m long and 0.90 m
wide have been preserved – the wall was placed aslant,
at an angle of 75 degrees against the south-western wall
of this large room.74 However, as it was customary for
the dividing walls of smaller rooms to be placed at
right angles against the bearing wall of the hammam,
it is possible that this wall was raised at some later stage,
when the building was remodeled.75 The present state
of the building’s remains leads us to assume that either
the hammam underwent more significant alterations
and remodelling in time, or that during the bombing in

World War II the foundations of the halvets were
destroyed along with the now demolished eastern wall
of the hot section, which separated this room from the
female part of the hammam. It is highly possible that
both things happened. 

Based on the different variants of the architectural
design of the space of the hot sections of the ham-
mam,76 we may assume that the male part of Firuz’s
public bath in Smederevo had halvets in the northern
wall, behind which there was a heating facility. This
was customary practice because the room with the
water tank was always entered from one of the halvets,
and this passage is also visible in the hammam’s re-
mains.77 The halvets most probably covered the entire
northern wall, while the 11.60 m room width allowed
for the existence of three halvets. In the female part of
the hammam, the halvet width ranged between around
2.74 m and around 3.54 m. For instance, in Firuz’s
hammam in Tokat, the halvet dimensions ranged from
around 2.70 x 3.60 m to around 3.30 x 3.30 m.78 We
cannot exclude the possibility that two halvets were

70 Archaeological excavations revealed stone panels in the
central part of the female changing room in Firuz’s hammam in
Sarajevo; these are the remains of the base of the stone ºadirvan
with parts of ceramic pipes found in situ. The remains of benches
stretch along the northern and southern walls, with bases for the
wooden pillars of the gallery and cabins (which have not been pre-
served). In the male changing room, a large part of an erstwhile
floor of rectangular, regularly distributed stone panels has remained:
Pravidur 2012, 21, 23. See Fig. 10. Fig. 8 and 9 show the appearance
of one stone ºadirvan from the changing room of Firuz Agha’s
hammam in Tokat and its position in the room. 

71 Kiel 1976, 92–93; Rexi} 1961, 98–99; Kumbaraxi-Bogo-
jevi› 1998, 169–182; Eyice 1997, 417; Kanetaki 2004, 96–97, 100;
Pavlov, Petkova 2008, 22–25, 36–37, 80–83, 84–87; Mikov 2012,
142–143.

72 Based on this, we must reject the assumption of the existen-
ce of a passage between the far right room in the male tepid section
and the hot section, drawn in the hammam plan of S. Nenadovi}.
The non-existence of traces of the wall in this place and between the
male and female tepid section is most probably due to the destruc-
tion of the hammam’s foundations. Cf. Fig. 3 and 4.

73 Earlier Ottoman hammams had a more spacious and more
decorated tepid section, which also served for rest after bathing.
The changing room later assumed this role: Kiel 1976, 93. 

74 This wall is not drawn in the hammam’s ground plan by S.
Nenadovi}. Cf. Fig. 3.

75 This could also be the wall of a small halvet of an irregular
shape.

76 Cf. literature in note 62.
77 Kre{evljakovi} 1991, 23; Antonov 2012, 113–114.
78 In the hammam in Ihtiman, Bulgaria, the halvet size was

27.5 h 2.72 m: Antonov 2012, 113–114.
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separated by a niche, an eyvan.79 Assuming that the
halvets were around 3.30 m deep and that the wall se-
parating them from the central part of the hot section
(meydan) was around 0.70 m thick, the meydan may
have had a rectangular base of around 11.20 x 9.30 m.
It is possible that there were another one or two halvets
in the south-western and south-eastern corner of the
hot room, along the wall towards the tepid section.80 In
view of the analogies with other Ottoman public baths of
the period, it is quite certain that a larger dome topped
the central part of the hot room, while the halvets and
other smaller rooms were either topped with smaller
domes or with semi-arched vaults. The height of the
vaults and domes over the hot part of the hammam was
significantly lower than above the changing rooms as
it was necessary to heat these premises as well as pos-
sible.81

The distribution of rooms in the female part of the
hammam poses no dilemma. It is possible to say with
certainty that there was no central part of the hot section
(meydan). Instead, one would go from the tepid sec-
tion into three smaller halvets. Such a difference in the
spatial conception of the male and female part of the
hammam existed in some other Ottoman hammams as
well.82 The female hot part of the hammam had a corri-
dor along the now destroyed wall which separated the
female from the male part of the bath. From this corri-
dor, one would enter two halvets from the right side,
the first of which was around 3.35 m wide and the sec-
ond 3.54 m. At the end of the corridor, there was the
third halvet, which, due to such a distribution, was rec-
tangular with dimensions of around 5.00 x 2.75 m.83 It
may be assumed that the corridor was around 1.50 m
wide, and that the depth of the first two halvets was
around 3.50 m. The halvets contained two or three kur-
nas each, as was the case with other public baths, in-
cluding Firuz Agha’s hammams in Tokat and Saraje-
vo.84 The female part of the hammam was probably
much smaller because Firuz’s Smederevo bath was
erected in a fortress with a considerable military garri-
son, and it was expected that it would have many more
male than female visitors. 

The foundations of walls in the northern part of the
building, which have most probably not been preser-
ved in their entirety (present-day outer dimensions are
11.56 x 4.07 m) represent the remains of the hazine –
the water tank, and of the külhan– the furnace room.
The water tank was made of brick with dimensions of
40 x 40 x 5 cm, filled with heavy lime mortar. The
small pillars of the hypocaust (heating system) were

made in the same way. These rooms were lower than
the hot parts of the hammam, with a slanting, single or
double-pitched roof, covered most often in tiles. 

The hammam’s rooms were mutually connected
with ceramic pipes of different diameters. The pipes
with an 8 cm diameter, placed at an approximately same
height from the floor, served to bring in warm water.85

Pipes of twice this diameter (16 cm) were placed in two
levels, one pipe system, much higher than the floor,
served to bring in pure water, while the other, at the floor
level, served to drain dirty water. 

The above described, assumed, appearance of Firuz
Agha’s hammam in Smederevo indicates the evolution
of Firuz’s construction activity in terms of this type of
building. Firuz Agha’s public bath in Tokat, constructed
in 1485, several years before the one in Smederevo, was
also a cifte hammam. The bath is oriented towards north-
south, with dimensions of around 26 x 21.8 m. It has
two changing rooms with a square base, of almost the
same size (around 12 x 11.5 m), leaning against one
another. The female part was entered from the western,
and the male part from the northern side. Until the
destruction of the hammam in 1931/1932, an elegant
fountain was preserved in the male changing room.
From the female changing room, one would go through

79 See Kanetaki 2004, 82, 84, 87, 92, Fig. 1, 2, 4.
80 See the ground plan of the Pasha hammam in Thessaloniki:

Kanetaki 2004, 92. Also see the ground plan of the Hunkyar ham-
mam and Cifte hammam in Plovdiv: Boykov 2013, 383. 

81 Cf. pictures of Daut Pasha’s hammam in Skopje, Isa Bey’s
hammam in Novi Pazar and Mehmed Pasha’s hammam in Prizren:
Rexi} 1961, 109–110, Fig. 8–10; \or|evi} 1975, 139–140, Fig.
1–8; Pavlov, Petkova 2008, 80–82.

82 For instance, the female part of Gazi Orhan’s hammam in
Bursa, which had two halvets, was designed in a similar way: Kiel
1976, 88, Fig. 1.

83 The ground plan of S. Nenadovi} (Fig. 3) shows one pair of
doors almost at the middle of two dividing walls which separated
two rooms in the eastern part of the hammam. The same plan shows
traces of these dividing walls left of the doors, in the part towards
the destroyed wall between the male and female section of the bath.
However, the plan of the Regional Institute for Protection of Cultural
Monuments in Smederevo shows only the remains of the dividing
walls along the eastern wall of the hammam. This, as well as analo-
gies with other hammams, indicates that the corridor was positi-
oned up to the destroyed wall which separated the male from female
part of the hammam. Cf. Fig. 4.

84 Cf. the plan of the Tokat hammam, Fig. 9. Nicely cut stone
kurnas have been discovered in the remains of Firuz Bey’s Sarajevo
hammam: Pravidur 2012, 31–32. Fig. 10c.

85 Cf. Kiel 1976, 94. Cuwak 2011, 98, believed that these
pipes “served for water levelling in basins”.
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the narrow tepid section into a smaller hot room, from
where two halvets could be reached. The distribution
of rooms in the male hot section was somewhat differ-
ent. There were three halvets, while the toilet was sit-
uated in a room constructed on the left side of the
building. Both changing rooms were topped with mas-
sive domes.86 

On the other hand, the hammam built by Firuz while
he was serving as the Bosnian sanjak-bey in Sarajevo,
most probably in 1509, was more sumptuous than the
one in Smederevo. Firuz Bey’s hammam in Sarajevo
was also a cifte hammam. It is oriented towards east-
west, with total dimensions of 32.50 x 24.00 m. The
male part of the hammam was entered from Ba{~ar{ija,
and the female part was entered from the side street. Of
the square-shaped changing rooms, with dimensions of
10.00 x 11.75 m (male) and 10.00 x 9.25 m (female),
parts of the massive walls 1 m thick and 6–8 m high
have been preserved. Both the male and female part had
representative hot, square-shaped sections. The male
hot section was, in its inner part, divided by niches
radially positioned in the space, which, thus, represen-
ted separate architectural units with kurnas.87 There
were also three halvets, one in front of the polygonal
meydan, while the other two were behind it, leaning
against the hazine and külhan, which have not been
preserved. The female hot section had basically the
same distribution, though it was more modestly archi-
tecturally shaped, with a rectangular central part. In
Firuz Bey’s Sarajevo hammam, the entrance and cen-

tral parts of the building were also topped with domes.
The preserved remains of the marble floor and other
found archaeological material, including the kurnas,
indicate a richly appointed interior.88

The hammam in the Smederevo fortress, con-
structed in the second half of the 1480s through the
efforts of the eunuch Firuz Agha, the chief treasurer of
Sultan Bayezid II, was one of the most representative
buildings in this town during the centuries-long Otto-
man rule. This is testified by the dimensions of its
archaeological remains and the old plans of Smederevo.
Ottoman documentary sources provide information
about the importance of Firuz Agha’s hammam in the
life of the predominantly Muslim citizens of Smedere-
vo during the 16th century and its role in the financing
of Firuz’s extensive waqf. They indicate that the dou-
ble hammam in the Smederevo fortress in the first half
of the 16th century belonged among the most important
and most profitable public baths in the Ottoman Empire.
By analysing the remains of Firuz Agha’s hammam in
Smederevo and based on analogies with other build-
ings of this type, primarily Firuz’s public baths in Tokat
and Sarajevo, we came to a number of conclusions
regarding the architectural structure of this hammam,
and the function and appearance of some of its rooms.
The presented, thus far insufficiently researched facts
indicate the need to devote more attention to this
archaeological site than has been the case to date, and
to have it systematically archeologically explored and
preserved.

86 Bilgen 2013, 1337. See Fig. 5–9.
87 For this type of hammam cf. Kiel 1976, 90; Eyice 1997,

417–419; Kanetaki 2004, 82, 84, 86, 88–93: Kanetaki 2012,
206–207. See Fig. 10.

88 Pravidur 2012, 21–24. See Fig. 10c.
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Rad se bavi hamamom u Velikom gradu Smederevske tvr|a-
ve, koji je u periodu izme|u 1485. i 1490. godine podigao
Firuz-aga, upravnik sultanove blagajne. Firuz je ro|en
kao hri{}anin, po svemu sude}i ju`noslovenskog porekla.
Bio je evnuh, me|u najsposobnijim i najpoverqivijim dvor-
janima na dvoru princa Bajazita u Amasiji. Po stupawu
Bajazita II (1481–1512) na tron, Firuz-aga je postao rizni-
~ar carske blagajne. Na tom polo`aju Firuz-aga se nalazio
1485, kada je u Tokatu podigao hamam, a do 1491. godine po-
stavqen je za glavnog rizni~ara. Firuz je na mestu uprav-
nika sultanove unutra{we blagajne ostao do juna 1496, kada
je imenovan za upravnika Skadarskog sanxaka. Ubrzo po
stupawu na du`nost u Skadru, Firuz-beg je pripojio zemqe
Crnojevi}a osmanskoj dr`avi. Kao skadarski sanxakbeg
Firuz je imao zna~ajnu ulogu tokom osmansko-mleta~kog ra-
ta (1499–1503) i potowih mirovnih pregovora o utvr|ivawu
osmansko-mleta~ke granice. Krajem 1504. Firuz-beg je po-
stavqen za sanxakbega Bosne. Na toj du`nosti je, pored voj-
nih i administrativnih poslova, vodio i razgranatu {pi-
junsku mre`u, a preko wega je u zna~ajnoj meri sprovo|ena
i osmanska spoqna politika prema Ugarskoj, Veneciji i
Dubrovniku, kao i drugim evropskim dr`avama koje su bile
u sferi osmanskih interesa. Dok je bio bosanski sanxakbeg,
osnovao je i jednu varo{ u Polimqu – dana{we selo Krato-
vo, jugoisto~no od Priboja. Na polo`aju sanxakbega Bosne
Firuz-beg je ostao sve do smrti, decembra 1512. godine.

Firuzova zadu`binarska delatnost bila je veoma bo-
gata i raznovrsna. On je prve zadu`bine po~eo da gradi u
Anadoliji u oblasti Amasije, u gradovima Havza, Tokat i
Sivas. Potom se posvetio svom glavnom vakufskom komplek-
su u Istanbulu, koji je zavr{io 1491. godine. On je na At
mejdanu (Hipodromu) u Istanbulu podigao xamiju, turbe,
sebiq i {kolu. Firuz-aga je svom vakufu prilo`io brojne
objekte u Istanbulu, Anadoliji i na Balkanu, ukqu~uju}i i
hamam koji je podigao u Smederevu. Petnaestak godina ka-
snije Firuz je po~eo da gradi nove zadu`bine u Sarajevu.
Sarajevski vakuf bio je posve}en prvoj sarajevskoj medre-
si i mahalskom mesxidu, a glavni izvor prihoda poticao je
od dvostrukog hamama na Ba{~ar{iji, koji je 1509. godine
bio u izgradwi. Sudbina nije bila blagonaklona prema
brojnim Firuzovim zadu`binama, od kojih je do danas opsta-
la jedino xamija u Istanbulu. Hamam u Smederevu sru{en
je po{to je turska vojska kona~no napustila tvr|avu 1867,
a preostali temeqi te gra|evine te{ko su o{te}eni u bom-
bardovawu u Drugom svetskom ratu.

Firuz-agin hamam bio je me|u najreprezentativnijim
gra|evinama u Smederevu tokom vi{evekovne osmanske vla-

davine. U wega je bio ugra|en deo gra|evinskog materijala sa
jedne od monumentalnih crkava Smedereva, najverovatnije
glavne zadu`bine despota \ur|a Brankovi}a – mitropolij-
ske crkve Blagove{tewa. Osmanski izvori omogu}avaju da
se utvrdi okvirno vreme gradwe, na~in rada i uloga koju je
to javno kupatilo imalo u `ivotu stanovnika Smedereva.
Ukoliko se uzmu u obzir politi~ke okolnosti, Firuzova za-
du`binarska delatnost, koja je prvo po~ela u okolini Ama-
sije, direktna povezanost smederevskog hamama s wegovim
glavnim vakufskim kompleksom na At mejdanu u Istanbulu
(zavr{en 1491), vreme potrebno za gradwu i najmawe jednu
godinu poslovawa, s velikom izvesno{}u se mo`e zakqu~i-
ti da su radovi na javnom kupatilu u Smederevu po~eli u
periodu od 1485. do 1487. godine i da su zavr{eni do kraja
osamdesetih godina 15. veka. Ovaj hamam bio je veoma zna~a-
jan za funkcionisawe velikog Firuzovog vakufa. Na osno-
vu podataka o vakufskim prihodima mo`e se zakqu~iti da
je do sredine 16. veka hamam u Smederevskoj tvr|avi bio
me|u najprofitabilnijim objektima te vrste u Osmanskom
carstvu. Hamame izgra|ene u 15. veku karakteri{u velike
kupole nad prijemnim delom, koje su kod onih najve}ih
imale pre~nik 10–16 m. Kupola Firuzovog hamama s pre~-
nikom ne{to du`im od 13 m bila je ~etvrta po veli~ini.
Firuz-aga je za potrebe hamama u Smederevu izgradio vodo-
vod, uz koji je podigao i nekoliko ~esama.

Firuz je tokom ~etvrt veka, kao dvorski aga i kasnije
kao sanxakbeg, izgradio jo{ tri hamama u Tokatu, Sivasu i
Sarajevu, {to omogu}ava da se uo~e odre|eni obrasci, kao
i promene u na~inu gradwe. Na osnovu arheolo{kih ostata-
ka, kao i podataka o izgledu i na~inu funkcionisawa broj-
nih hamama sagra|enih u drugoj polovini 15. i prvoj polo-
vini 16. veka, ukqu~uju}i i Firuzove hamame u Tokatu i
Sarajevu, u radu je dat pretpostavqeni raspored prostori-
ja javnog kupatila u Smederevskoj tvr|avi. Kako se radilo
o dvostrukom, ~ifte hamamu, predvi|enom za istovremeno
kupawe i mu{karaca i `ena, gra|evina je ~itavom du`i-
nom bila zidom podeqena na dva potpuno odvojena dela. I
u mu{kom i u `enskom delu hamama postojala je reprezen-
tativna svla~ionica – {adrvan, kvadratne osnove i nadvi-
{ena velikom kupolom. U `enskom delu se iz svla~ionice
i{lo preko malog mlakog odeqka (kapaluka) do dela za kupa-
we. On se sastojao od tri halveta, u koje se ulazilo iz hod-
nika oslowenog na pregradni zid izme|u `enskog i mu{kog
dela hamama. U mu{kom delu se iz {adrvana ulazilo kroz
kapaluk u vru}i odeqak kupatila. Izvesno je da sada{we
stawe lokaliteta ne reprezentuje originalni izgled ove
sekcije, pa su za vru}i odeqak mu{kog dela hamama ponu|ena
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tri mogu}a tipa, koja odgovaraju obliku i dimenzijama pro-
storije. Najverovatnije je da je u mu{kom delu postojala jed-
na ve}a centralna prostorija – mejdan, gde je obavqana ma-
sa`a i gde se tako|e moglo kupati, iz koje su bile izdvojene
mawe prostorije za kupawe u ve}oj privatnosti – halveti.

Dva ili tri halveta su se nalazila na severnoj strani mu-
{kog dela hamama, prema }ulhanu (lo`ionici). Vru}e sek-
cije hamama bile su ni`e od svla~ionica i najverovatnije
su bile pokrivene ve}im i mawim kupolama i poluobli~a-
stim svodovima.
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